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Free Essay: A Comparison of Blake and Wordsworth's view of London Wordsworth is well known for his love of nature
and the poem shows this, he gives the In contrast, Blake sees the hideous, bleak part of the city and the gloomy.

He was born in Cokermouth, Cumberland, Cambria. This break is called volta. It could also have been a
special moment on the Westminster Bridge, which took place exactly like he stated it and that he just wanted
to eternalize it by writing the poem. Maybe the difference in their writing is an indicator for the complexity
that exists within the city. William Blake's poem London is about a lifetime of London and is very negative he
puts London out to be ugly depressing and very much in despair he tells us of prostitutes and very depressed
people. The church is responsible for the great misery, which is shown by mentioning the crippled soldiers
whose blood runs "down palace walls" v. Comparison of the representation of London in both poems 5. But
there are great differences within these similarities. The atmosphere of this poem can be describes as very sad,
depressive, critical but most of all very angry. On the one hand he loved London but on the other hand he was
very cf. Both poems give their own, different accounts of London at around the same period. The roads are
actually chartered in central London with an expensive congestion charge, the rivers have strict rules for boats
and moorings, many people have a very low income and can only just get by. Both texts showcase distinct
aspects of London culture â€” one highlights the lives of the impoverished, and the other focuses on the
wealthy tradesmen of London Ian McMillan created a 21st Century version of Wordsworth's poem, which
shows how much places can dramatically change over a period of time. The first poem that I am going to
examine is "Composed Upon To be able to enjoy such a moment you have to ignore all the problems and
injustice which affected London and lift your view above that. William was a radical outsider. There were two
generation of romanticism the first generation are William Blake, William Wordsmith, For Wordsworth,
nature was like a religion. Songs of Innocence was published in  He rebelled against all institutions, schools,
the church and the monarchy. He was taught by his mother at home, and became an apprentice to an engraver
at fourteen. Much of his spellings are very old-fashioned to us and at times can sound very awkward. He
became poet laureate He shows us London at its worst, with children of all ages working as chimney sweeps
in dangerous conditions and young prostitutes ending up with unwanted births. I shall compare and contrast
the way in which each poet uses their language to convey their different images They loved all extreme natural
phenomena; high mountains, violent storms, torrential rivers, anything that had terrible beauty. These two
perceptions of the river sum up the poets outlook on the city; negative and positive. Such as Blake whose
anger shows throughout the poem with words such as: blackening, curse and weakness. Compare and Contrast
the depiction of London in Wordsworth's Upon Westminster Bridge and Blake's London Essay Words 8 Pages
Wordsworth traditionally wrote poems of a rural theme, focussing particularly on nature and the natural world;
this can be related to the fact that he spent most of his life living in the Lake District and so it is a little unusual
for Wordsworth to have written a poem based on London. The reason why I picked these poems is that these
poems all are very touching to many peoples feelings as they all give the reader great description of what the
places may look or feel like. His poem is slow and calm but grows to a climax where he is excited to just talk
about London.


